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South Dakota State College is celebrat-
iPg its 75th anniversary this coming year. 
September 1, 1959, to June 30, 1960, has 
been designated as the period of celebra-
tion. 
On September 24, 1884, the first 35 
~tuden ts enrolled at South Dakota State 
College and attended classes in the "Cen-
tral Building." This building is still 
standing and remains in use today . If 
"Central" could talk, it could surely 
paint a colorful picture of the history of 
State College. Enrollment at State Col-
lege has since increased to as high as ap-
proximately 3,700 students for the school 
year 1958-59 . Staff and facilities have 
likewise expanded considerably since 
that modest beginning in 1884. 
To help celebrate this anniversary, the 
State Fair Board has designated Septem-
ber 12, 1959, as State College 75th Anni-
versary Day. The afternoon grandstand 
performance on that day will be present-
ed by State College entertainment 
groups . 
The South D akota Agricultural Ex-
periment Station is the research section 
in the Agricultural Division at State 
College. State agricultural experiment 
stations were es tablished by the United 
States Congress in 1887 by the H atch 
Act. In the following year the .first and 
main experiment station in South Da-
kota was established at Brookings with 
.five departments, each employing one 
scientist. Today there are 14 depart-
ments staffed by scientists doing research 
on about 150 projects involving nearly 
every aspect of South D akota's agricul-
ture. 
The Experin1ent Station is pleased to 
have had the opportunity to contribute 
to 75 years of progress in agriculture 
and we look forward to the challenges of 
the future . 
( 
NO PRACTICAL METHODS ARE 
AVAILABLE YET FOR CONTROL OF 
DOWNY MILDEWS 
OF CORN AND SORGHUM 
by C. J. Mankin, associate plant patholo-
gist; G. Semeniuk, plant pathologist; J. 
F. Hennen, former assistant plant path-
ologist; C. M. Nagel, plant pathologist 
DURING SEPTEMBER 1957, downy mildew of corn and grain sor-
ghum occurred for the first time in 
the memory of farmers in whose 
fields the disease was present. To 
us, the disease of corn was a long-
known disease reported from cer-
tain other states and called Crazy 
Top; that of sorghum was a new 
one, not previously described any-
where. 
The disease of the two crops oc-
curred at widely separated points 
on an approximate diagonal extend-
ing from the southeastern portion 
of Brookings County to the south-
western portion of Hutchinson 
County, as shown in figure 1. This 
diagonal coincided with the area 
of heaviest rainfall during July 16, 
1957, when as much as 5 inches of 
rain fell. Many of the fields were so 
heavily flooded that some farmers 
felt their crop of corn or sorghum 
would not survive. 
Symptoms 
Corn. The disease of corn was in 
the form of malformations or disor-
ganizations, ranging from severe 
dwarfing to excessive stem elonga-
tion, bud proliferations, and stalks 
without e a rs ( see figure 2). 
Dwarfed plants were from 2 to 5 
FIGURE l 
feet talL with tassels and small ears 
( see figure 3). Elongated plants 
were 10 to 12 feet tall, with near 
normal tassels and usually ears. 
The tall plants could be readily 
spotted in a field as they towered 
above the rest. Plants of near nor-
mal height were malformed or dis- · 
organized in the following ways: 
( 1 ) would-be tassels developed 
into masses of leaves, producing no 
pollen and bending from weight, 
reaching the size of a 3-gallon buck-
et, ( 2) ear shanks and ear husks 
became elongated, supporting sub-
normal ears; ( 3 ) ears raised toward 
the top or lowered toward the bot-
tom of the plants; and ( 4 ) multiple 
small ears were produced at a node 
or small ears were produced at 
many nodes. 
In general, the affected plants 
were freaks , slow to mature, and 
produced little or no corn. 
Sorghum. The disease symptoms 
of sorghum noted in South Dakota 
were severe stunting with failure of 
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plants to head ( see figure 4 ) . The 
plant failed to head even when 
transplanted to the greenhouse and 
held there through the winter and 
spring months. Foliage was light 
green and leaves were distorted 
and thickened, being filled with 
oo pores of the fungus. Plants were 
dw· rfed and bunchy from xcessive 
tillering and lack of heading. Leafy 
heads have been describ d from 
Texas but such heads were not ob-
served here. 
Identification 
Identification of the diseases as 
downy mildew (Sclerophthora mac-
rospora) was based on the presence 
of the fungus in the diseased tissue. 
With both crops, the infection of 
plants by the fungus probably took 
place early in the growing season 
Figure 3. Elongated, multiple-eared corn 
plant (right) and stunted plant (center) 
infected with downy mildew. At left is 
normal plant. 
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Figure 2. Corn plant infected with 
downy mildew (right) failed to produce 
tassel or ear, suckered abundantly. Nor-
mal plant is at left. 
before plants were about 6 inches 
tall. This seemed the only time the 
fungus could have become suf-
ficiently well established within 
plants to have produced the drastic 
symptoms and to have been corre-
lated with flooding. 
Occurrence 
Corn. Ti1e heaviest concentration 
of downy mildew of corn occurred 
in five fields 2 to 3 miles south and 
east of Aurora in Brookings County 
and in one field bordering Highway 
18 about 3 miles east of Tripp in 
Hutchinson C o u n t y. Diseased 
plants were widely scattered in 
Figure 4. A stunted, infected sorghum 
plant, one and a half feet tall. 
these fields. They were abundant 
where the land was relatively flat 
and low and concentrated along the 
low-lying edges where the land was 
rolling. In a few cases, 50% of the 
plants were diseased in portions of 
the fields affected. In two .fields in 
Lake County, the disease was con-
fined to a few plants in the outer 
edges were the land was low. 
Sorghum. The heaviest concen-
tration of downy mildew of sor-
ghum was found in two fields, 1 
mile apart, bordering Highway 18 
about 6 miles east of Turkey Ridge 
in Turner County. Both fields were 
flat and low-lying and about 20 and 
40 acres in size. About 15 and 20% 
of the plants were affected. One of 
the fields also had many open spaces 
where plants had died early, either 
from flooding or from the disease 
( see figure 5 ) . In two fields in Lin-
coln County and in the Agronomy 
test plots at Brookings, the dis-
eased plants were few in number 
and confined to the outer edges of 
the plantings, where the land was 
low. 
Practical Control Methods 
Not Known 
Control of this disease is impor-
tant if farmers are to avoid moder-
ate to heavy losses of corn and 
Figure 5. Sorghum field showing vacant 
spaces; stunted, headless plants in center; 
and normal plants. 
sorghum. Unfortunately, the di -
ea es :ire so new that no practical 
control methods are known. 
Although the disease is most 
commonly associated with flooded 
fields , flooding is not always accom-
panied by the disease. Occasionally 
the disease appears in places where 
water could not have stood very 
long. Obviously, other factors are 
as important as flooding. One of 
thes would have to be the pres-
ence of fungus which causes the 
disease. 
The source of fungus spores is a 
perplexing problem. Seeds from in-
fected com plants do not carry the 
fungus. Com planted in the same 
ground where the disease appeared 
the preceding year did not show 
the disease. Oats, wheat, barley, 
and certain other grasses have been 
infected by the fungus in southern 
states. Infected grassses in and ad-
jacent to cultivated fields in South 
Dakota may have been the source 
of spores but such infected grasses 
should have been widely distribu-
ted and hence should have pro-
duced a widespread infection of 
com and sorghum, which was not 
the case. 
The infection process is also per-
plexing. Attempts in the greenhouse 
and field to produce infections by 
placing resting spores in the soil or 
down the central whorl of leaves in 
young plants have not been success-
ful. We have not been able to pro-
duce infections by flooding young 
plants. 
Much research is needed to learn 
about the disease before practical 
control recommendations can be 
made. ( Project 110-A. Plant Path-
ology Dept.) 
RECENT STUDIES WIDEN THE RANGE 
OF POSSIBILITIES IN THE USE OF GRANULAR INSECTICIDES 
By R. J. Walstrom, associate entomolo- tions were: Are there other insecti-
gist, and W. M. Hantsbarger, Extension cides in the granulated form which 
entomologist will control the weevil? Will the 
WORK CONDUCTED in the spring of vermiculite carrier provide the 1956 showed the use of granu- same results as the attaclay carrier? 
lated forms of heptachlor and diel- Does the percent insecticide on the 
drin to be highly effective as chemi- carrier influence control when the 
cal controls for the alfalfa weevil, total insecticide per acre remains 
Hypera postica ( Gyll.) in western constant? 
South Dakota. Additional applica-
tions that fall indicated that early 
winter application of these insecti-
cides would also control the weevil. 
These results suggested a control 
which could be applied during the 
winter slack labor period with 
spreader equipment usually avail-
Tests With Other Insecticides 
Test plots were set out in the fall 
in 1956 and 1957 and in the early 
spring in 1957 and 1958 to deter-
mine other useful granulated insec-
ticides for weevil control. 
able on the farm or ranch. Fall Applications. In the fall of 
As is the usual situation, addition- 1956, plots were set up on the John 
al questions arose. The major ques- Ward ranch at Spearfish and the 
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Clifford Bean ranch a t Belle 
Fourche. Applications were made 
with an Ezee Flo fertilizer spreader 
on December 8, 1956, on the Belle 
· Fourche field. A Brillion packer-
seeder was used as an applicator on 
the Spearfish field on December 7, 
1956. The weevil larvae present the 
following June are indicated in 
table 1. 
Heptachlor proved to be the best 
insecticide used at the rates tested 
in both tests in these 1956 fall appli-
cations. The test at Spearfish with a 
higher insect population showed 
dieldrin to also be highly effective. 
In the fall of 1957 plots were 
established on an alfalfa field owned 
by Fred Beets at Spearfish . Applica-
tions were made with a New Hol-
land spreader on November 22. The 
results of these tests based on larval 
populations determined the follow-
ing June are found in table 2. 
In this 1957 test of fall applica-
tions, chlordane at 1 pound per acre, 
dieldrin at one-half pound per acre, 
or heptachlor at one-half pound per 
acre proved to give best control of 
the weevil. 
Spring Applications. Tests to de-
termine the relative value of differ-
ent insecticides applied in the 
spring were made in 1957 on the 
Elvin Mitchell and Sons ranch near 
St. Onge. Applications were made 
with a New Holland spreader on 
April 2. The results as determined 
by relatively low larval populations 
in June are recorded in table 3. 
In these spring applications, even 
though the larval population was 
very light, the tests showed that al-
drin, dieldrin, and heptachlor pro-
vided satisfactory control when 
Table 1. Effect of 1956 Fall Applications 
of Granulated Insecticides on Alfalfa 
Weevil Populations 
Actual 
Granu- Amount 
lated of Insec-
Field Insec- ticide 
Loca- ticide* in Lbs. 
tion Used per Acre 
Belle Fourche 
aldrin ____ ______ ½ 
dieldrin ______ ½ 
heptachlor __ ½ 
toxaphene __ 1 ½ 
check _________ _ 
Spearfish 
aldrin ______ ____ ½ 
dieldrin ____ __ ½ 
heptachlor __ ½ 
toxaphene __ 1 ½ 
check _________ _ 
Larvae 
per 
100 Net 
Sweeps 
33.7 
32.7 
7.7 
65.0 
132.0 
377.3 
37.3 
16.7 
404.7 
478.0 
• All insecticides on a ttacla y. 
Percent 
Control 
74.5 
75.2 
94.2 
50.8 
21.1 
92.2 
96.5 
15.4 
Table 2. Effect of 1957 Fall Aplications 
of Granulated Insecticides on Alfalfa 
Weevil Populations 
Actual 
Amount 
of Insec- Larvae 
Granulated ticide per 
Insecticide* in Lbs. 100 Net Percent 
Used per Acre Sweeps Control 
aldrin 
------------ ½ 390.3 62 .0 
chlordane 
-----
1 61.3 94.0 
dieldrin __________ ½ 52.0 94.9 
endrin 
------------ ½ 370.0 64.0 
heptachlor ______ ½ 16.7 98.4 
lindane 
---------- ¼ 391.0 61.9 
toxaphene 
------
1½ 1008.0 1.8 
check ______________ 1027.0 
• All insecticides on attaclay. 
Table 3. Effects of 1957 Spring Applica-
tions of Granulated Insecticides on 
Alfalfa Weevil Populations 
Actual 
Amount 
of Insec- Larvae 
Granulated ticide per 
Insecticide* in Lbs. 100 Net Percent 
Used per Acre Sweeps Control 
aldrin ____ __ __ ______ ¼ 0.7 93.2 
dieldrin ____ ______ ¼ 1.0 90.3 DDT ______________ 1 3.3 68 .0 
endrin 
----------- ¼ 4.7 54.4 
heptachlor ______ ¼ 0.0 100.0 
toxaphene 
------
1½ 9.0 12.6 
check ________ ______ 10.3 
• All in;ecticides on attaclay. 
Area of South Dakota known to be in-
fected by the alfalfa weevil. 
applied at the rate of one-fourth 
pound per acre. 
In the spring of 1958, tests were 
made on the Howard Perkins ranch 
north of Spearfish. Applications 
were made with a New Holland 
spreader on April 2. The resulting 
larval populations determined in 
June are recorded in table 4. 
In these 1958 tests of spring ap-
plied granulated insecticides aldrin 
and heptachlor at one-fourth pound 
and chlordane at 1 pound of actual 
insecticide per acre gave satisfac-
tory control of the weevil. 
Tests With Different Carriers 
To determine whether any differ-
ence in control would occur using 
granulated insecticides on different 
inert carriers, we conducted tests in 
the fall applications in 1956 and 
1957. Two commonly used carriers 
were selected-attaclay and vermi-
culite. Attaclay is relatively heavy, 
weighing about 40 pounds per cubic 
foot while vermiculite is relatively 
light, weighing about 14 pounds per 
cubic foot. The results of applica-
tions made on the Cliff or_d Bean 
ranch near Belle Fourche on De-
cember 8 with an Ezee Flo spread-
er are shown in table 5. 
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Insecticides in granulated form can be 
applied on top of snow. 
Controls effected were relatively 
uniform for all insecticides tested 
on either attaclay or vermiculite. 
The 1957 test was conducted on 
the Fred Beets ranch. Applications 
were made with a New Holland 
spreader on November 22 using 
only heptachlor. The results are 
shown in table 6. 
No significant difference in con-
trol was evidenced in this compari-
son of the two carriers for hepta-
chlor granulated insecticide. 
Percentage of Insecticide Tests 
To determine the effect of the de-
gree of distribution of the insecti-
cide on the soil by the various per-
centages of insecticides on a carrier, 
tests were conducted in the fall of 
1957. These tests were also con-
ducted on the Fred Beets ranch 
near Spearfish and applications 
were made with a New Holland 
spreader on November 22. The in-
secticide used in this test wes hep-
tachlor on an attaclay carrier. The 
results are shown in table 7. 
There was no significant differ-
ence in the control obtained using 
the different percentages of hepta-
chlor tested where the actual 
amount of insecticide per acre was 
held constant at the one-half pound 
rate. 
Conclusions 
Applied in the fall in the granu-
lated form, heptachlor at one-half 
pound of insecticide per acre proved 
to be the best insecticide tested for 
alfalfa weevil control. Also highly 
effective in fall applications were 
chlordane at 1 pound per acre and 
dieldrin at one-half pound per acre. 
Where the granulated insecti-
cides were applied in the early 
spring aldrin, dieldrin, and hepta-
chlor at one-fourth pound or chlor-
dane at l pound of actual insecti-
cide per acre gave effective control. 
There was no significant differ-
ence in effectiveness of the insecti-
cide tested when applied on an atta-
clay carrier as compared to a ver-
miculite carrier. 
The total amount of carrier mad 
no difference in the control ob-
tained with heptachlor as long as 
the amount of insecticide used per 
acre remained the same. ( Project 
288. Entomology-Zooloay Dept. ) 
Table 4. Effects of 1958 Spring Applica-
tions of Granulated Insecticides on 
Alfalfa Weevil Population 
Actual 
Amount 
of Insec- Larvae 
Granulated ticide per 
Insecticide* in Lbs. 100 Net Percent 
Used per Acre Sweeps Control 
aldrin ______________ ¼ 8.3 89.7 
chlordane __ __________ 1 1.0 98.8 
dieldrin ____ ______ ¼ 17.5 78.3 
heptachlor _____ ¼ 1.0 98.8 
lindane __________ ½ 28.0 65.3 
toxaphene ______ 1 ½ 28.0 65.3 
check ____________ __ 80.7 
• All insecticides on attaclay. 
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Table 5. Comparisons of Two Carriers 
in 1956 Fall Granulated Insecticide 
Applications for the Control of the 
Granulated 
Insecticide 
Used 
aldrin 
aldrin 
dieldrin 
dieldrin 
heptachlor 
heptachlor 
Alfalfa Weevil 
Actual 
Amount of 
Insecticide 
Inert in Lbs. Percent* 
Carrier per Acre Control 
attaclay ½ 74.5 
vermiculite ½ 81.9 
attaclay ½ 75.3 
vermiculite ½ 78.3 
attaclay ½ 94.2 
vermiculite ½ 100.0 
*Th e insecticides on different carriers were ap-
plied in adjacent but different fields . Larvae 
per hundred sweep in the untreated area of 
the attaclay fi eld averaged 132.0 whi le in the 
vermicul ite field they averaged 73 .7. 
Table 6. Comparisons of Two Carriers 
in 1957 Fall Granulated Insecticide 
Applications for the Control of the 
Granulated 
Insecticide 
Used 
Alfalfa Weevil 
Actual 
Amount 
of In sec- Larvae 
ticide per 
Inert in Lbs. 100 Net Percent 
Carr ier per Acre Sweeps Control 
heptachlor attaclay ½ 
heptachlor vermiculite ½ 
check 
3.7 99.6 
7.7 99.3 
1027.0 
Table 7. Comparisons of Various Per-
centages of Heptachlor in Granulated 
Form for Alfalfa Weevil Control in Fall, 
1957 
Total 
Weight 
Per· in Lbs. of Larvae 
Granular cent Material per 
Insectcide* Insec- Applied 100 Net Percent 
Used ticide per Acre Sweeps Control 
heptachlor 2.5 20.0 6.0 99.4 
heptachlor 5.0 10.0 10.7 99.0 
heptachlor 10.0 5.0 3.7 99.6 
heptachlor 25,0 2.0 5.0 ·99.5 
none 1027.0 
• All applications were of heptachlor on a 30-
60 mesh attaclay carrier at the rate of one-
half pound of actual insecticide per acre. 
by Lida Burrill, home economist; Beth Alsup, former research 
assistant; and Cecilia Schuck, home economist 
THE COFFEE BREAK has become coffee, tea, green beans, and peas. an institution in this country. Cof- The beverages and vegetables have 
fee is a favorite meal time beverage been prepared with ( 1 ) distilled 
of many adults. With our English (mineral-free ) water, ( 2 ) natural 
cousins, tea is more often the morn- waters of the area varying in mineral 
ing or evening "pick-up" beverage. content and hardness from 4 t 
Whether it be coffee or tea, the more than 80 grains, and ( 3 ) natu-
right color, flavor, and in coffee, ral waters after softening. This 
aroma, are points of appeal. Clarity study is the second phase of a proj-
also adds to the attractiveness of ect dealing with water quality. The 
these beverages. first dealt with laundering prob-
Color, flavor, aroma, and clarity lems. -
depend on the quality of both the Coffee and Tea 
tea or coffee and of the water used A popular brand of vacuum-
in preparing the beverage. Miner- packed coffee was used in this 
als dissolved in water affect quality study. Coffee was prepared in an 
of coffee and tea. Waters of very all-glass, vacuum-type coffee maker. 
high mineral content and extreme We used 18 grams ( 3 tablespoons) 
hardness, commonly found in South of coffee to 500 milliliters ( about 2 
Dakota, often pose a problem in measuring cups ) of water. The 
preparing a really good cup of co£- water was brought to a boil in the 
fee or tea. High iron content, for lower bowl of the coffee maker and 
instance, results in off-color in the top was placed in position. 
both beverages. When the water rose, the coffee and 
For several years we have been water were mixed by stirring for 30 
investigating the effect of chemical seconds at low heat. The coffee 
composition of water on quality of maker was then removed to a cool 
10 
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surface and allowed to stand until 
the brew returned to the lower 
bowl. 
Black tea was used because it is 
· the main choice in South Dakota. 
Two gr::ims ( 1 teaspoon ) were 
steeped in 500 milliliters of boiling 
water for 2 minutes , at low heat in 
a glass coffee maker. 
A panel of six . people rated the 
tea infusions for appearance, scum 
formation, and flavor. The same 
panel rated coffee for color and 
flavor. Coffee and tea for tasting 
were served in dark red fl.asks to 
rule out any influence that color 
might have on flavor scores. Tea 
and coffee score cards were similar 
( see figure 1 ) . 
The extent of cloudiness or mur-
kiness was also measured with an 
instrument in which results are ex-
pressed in "nephelos" units. In all, 
22 different natural waters were 
studied. Ratings of the panel mem-
bers and the nephelos readings for 
coffee and tea prepared with six 
typical waters are shown in table 1. 
Coffee and tea prepard in hard 
waters rated better in flavor than 
beverages prepared in distilled 
water or natural waters after soften-
ing. Coffee brewed with hard water 
was also rated superior in color, but 
tea steeped in distilled water or the 
natural waters after softening ex-
celled in appearance and clarity. 
Higher flavor ratings given the tea 
and coffee prepared with hard 
water may have been influenced to 
some extent by the fact that the 
members of the panel were accus-
tomed to the flavor imparted by the 
hard water. 
Panel ratings for clarity were sup-
ported by the nephelos readings 
( see table 1 ) . Low nephelos read-
ings indicate a relatively clear solu-
tion. 
Green Beans and Peas 
Well-known commercial brands 
of the frozen vegetables were used. 
The vegetables were cooked in dis-
tilled water, natural waters from six 
different local sources, and the six 
natural waters after softening. 
Beans and peas cooked in the dif-
ferent waters were compared for 
color, flavor, and tenderness. Cook-
Table 1. Average Taste Panel Scores and Nephelos Readings 
COFFEE TEA 
Nephe- Color and Nephe- Scum 
Water Hardness Flavor Color los units Flavor clarity los units formation 
101 D* 
--------------
0 0.6 2.2 71 1.6 1.0 13 0.0 
100 ----------------- ---- 22 4.4 2.9 51 4.8 2.1 50 1.1 
100 S ---- · ---------- ·- 0 3.6 2.0 71 3.7 3.0 12 0.0 
104 ---------·------------ 38 4.6 2.2 42 5.0 1.8 75 1.7 
104 S ------------------ 0 3.1 1.8 68 3.1 2.9 14 0.0 
106 ---------------------- 65 3.6 2.9 33 3.0 1.0 133 2.0 
106 S ------------------ 0 1.2 1.4 75 2.0 2.6 14 0.0 
109 ---- -------··----- ---- 49 5.1 3.0 36 5.5 1.7 86 1.9 
109 S ----- ------------ 0 2.0 1.5 60 3.3 3.0 11 0.0 
103 ---- - ----· ---------- 76 4.2 3.0 24 4.4 1.2 122 2.2 
103 S ---- ----------·· 0 1.7 1.2 59 3.1 3.0 16 0.0 
113 ---------------------- 82 5.1 2.4 29 4.9 1.2 106 2.2 
113 S ----------------- 0 1.4 1.6 62 2.9 2.9 13 0.0 
*D- T)istilled water; S-softened water. 
ing periods ranged from 1 to 15 
minutes for the peas and from 5 to 
20 minutes for the green beans. A 
panel of six judges rated the cooked 
vegetables. Tenderness was also 
measured by the use of a "shear 
press ." 
Taste panel scores showed little 
difference in flavor and color be-
tween peas and beans cooked in 
hard and softened waters. Prefer-
ence for color and flavor of the peas, 
for both types of water, were related 
to length of the cooking period. 
Flavor was judged best at the 5-
minute period but was also rated 
high at the 10- and 15-minute 
periods. 
On the basis of tenderness, the 
panel preferred peas cooked in 
softened water for 5 and 10 min-
utes and green beans cooked in 
softened water for all cooking peri-
ods except 20 minutes. Peas cooked 
15 minutes and beans cooked 20 
minutes in the softened water were 
overly tender. 
Shear press readings are shown 
in table 2. Regardless of cooking 
time, vegetables cooked in softened 
water were more tender than those 
cooked in the natural water. 
Summary 
For good flavor in coffee or tea, 
use hard water. If tea prepared 
with hard water forms scum, boil 
the water for 7 to 10 minutes before 
steeping. This will frequently give 
a clearer beverage. 
Cooking vegetables in softened 
waters will result in a more tender 
product than cooking in hard 
waters. However, take special care 
to avoid overcooking. ( Project 
275C. Home Economics D ept. ) 
Table 2. Shear Press Readings for Tenderness-(Mean of 2 Samples) 
Water 
Hard-
ness 
gr/ gal 
101 D* ___________ _____ 0 
100 ---------------------- 22 
100 S* ____ _____ ___ ____ __ 0 
103 ---------------------- 76 
103 S -------------------- 0 
104 ---------------------- 38 
104 S ------ -------------- 0 
123 ---------------------- 15 
123 S -------------------- 0 
124 ---------------------- 88 
12 4 S -------------------- 0 
125 ---------------------- 89 
125 S -------------------- 0 
PEAS 
(Shear press-lbs.) 
Cooking time-minutes 
1 5 10 15 
184 106 84 76 
(Avg. for 23 samples) 
185 105 85 68 
162 80 65 60 
186 97 89 82 
144 66 46 48 
176 102 84 74 
131 74 62 48 
170 100 78 68 
158t 86 62 57 
180 102 84 82 
134 80 61 54 
206 115 94 91 
147 84 63 48 
Raw peas 420 
(Avg.of 24 samples) 
*D-Distille<l water; S- oftened water. 
-!-One sample. 
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GREEN BEANS 
(Shear press-lbs.) 
Cooking time-minutes 
10 15 20 
218 158 128 115 
(Avg. for 5 samples) 
196 140 115 96 
184 136 105 89 
191 132 118 102 
177 114 100 82 
198 136 116 96 
192 122 102 90 
201 126 114 98 
195 122 116 95 
201 133 118 101 
169 120 100 87 
197 144 118 106 
170 114 105 96 
Raw beans 638 
(Avg. of 20 samples) 
'\ 
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new publications 
1 
ON FARMING AND RANCHING IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
CJ.45, Some Considerations for a State Income Tax in South Dakota 
Some advantages and disadvantages of an income tax for South Da-
kota, possible programs, and potential revenue are discussed in this 
circular. 
Cl46, Control and Elimination of Field Bindweed 
This publication tells how to combat field bindweed by chemical 
and cultural methods. 
Cl47, Control and Elimination of Thistles 
Ways to rid your field of Canada thistle and per.ennial sowthistle 
are discussed. 
Cl48, Weed Control in Field Crops 
The maximum rate of chemical application that can be used on 
crops without much risk of reducing the yield is outlined in this 
circular. Effectiv methods for controlling various weeds are also 
discussed. 
CI49, Rammed Earth Walls 
Many rammed earth structures were built at State College 20 to 25 
years ago. This circular tells which types have stood up best, and 
makes recommendations for mechanizing rammed earth construc-
tion. 
B475, Diethylstilbestrol for Beef Cattle 
Stilbestrol, either oral or implant, showed a profitable advantage in 
the experiment discussed in this bulletin. The research covered pas-
turing, wintering, and fattening phases of beef production. 
B476, Growing Raspberries in South Dakota 
This publication is designed to help raspberry growers get better 
yields from their raspberry plantings. Best varieties for South Da-
kota are discussed. Ways to reduce winter injury are also outlined. 
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B477, Storage Structures for Grass Silage 
A series of experiments on grass silage storage are discussed. Har-
vesting methods, costs for storing silage in various structures, and 
plans for bunker silos and self-feeding gates are included. 
B479, Alfalfa Silage 
The effect of storage methods on feeding value and on preservation 
of nutrients in alfalfa silage in experiments here is discussed. 
B480, Tenant Interest in Long-Term Cash and Flexible Cash Leases 
This bulletin tells which type and length of lease tenants prefer. 
B481, Salinity and Livestock Water Quality 
Experiments that show satisfactmy and unsatisfactory levels of salt 
in livestock and poultiy water are discussed. 
SSS3, Soils of South Dakota 
This publication describes the characteristics and qualities of soils 
recognized to date in South Dakota. It is primarily for educational 
purposes. 
AH Pamphlet 2, Summary of Research on Diethylstilbestrol 
Experiments on response of growing and fattening cattle to stilbes-
trol at several Experiment Stations are summarized in this pamphlet. 
Recommendations, based on this research, are listed. 
You can get copies of these publications at your County Extension Agent's 
office or by writing to Bulletin Room, Ag1icultural Experiment Station, 
South Dakota State College, Brookings. 
field days 
You are invited to the 1959 field days of your Agricul-
tural Experiment Station. Here is a list of field days that 
will be held this year. 
August 28-Swine Field Day, Brookings 
September 2-Reed Ranch Field Day, 18 miles northwest 
of Presho 
September 3-Range Field Station Field Day, Cottonwood 
September 4-North Central Substation Field Day, 
Eureka 
September 15-Southeast Research Farm Field Day, 4 
miles east of Menno 
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R. C. Wahlstrom, animal hu bandman, and 0. E. Olson, Ch mist 
AR A r1uc ACID is a common feed additiv for swine. It often r -
ults in growth stimulation and in 
cheap r rat s of gain. 
In addition to growth stimulation, 
this ar enical has also been found to 
protect growing wine again t 
chronic selenium poisoning. It has, 
therefore, been recommend d a an 
additive to growing-finishing swine 
rations in seleniferous areas ( Bull -
tin 456, South Dakota Agricultural 
Exp riment Station. ) 
Although effectiv with growing 
swine, the possibility that arsanilic 
acid might be also eff ctiv in pr -
venting selenium damage to brood 
ows needed t sting. Some of the ex-
perimental work don in investigat-
ing this po sibility is d scribed 
below. 
Use 30 Gilts 
Thirty purebred Duroc gilts were 
used in this work. They were about 
8 w eks of age and averaged 33 
pound when put on experiment. 
The feeding began in August of 
1956 and the experiments termi-
nated when the sows had weaned 
their second litter of pigs . 
Th basal ration used during the 
course of the work wa varied in ac-
cordance with recommended prac-
tice. The rations were elf-fed ex-
cept for short periods before and 
after farrowing when they were 
hand fed. 
The 30 pigs were divided into 
thre lot of 10. One lot, the control, 
wa kept on the basal ration. A sec-
ond lot was fed the same basal ra-
tion to which 10 parts per million of 
selenium wa added in the form of 
sodium selenite. A third lot rec ived 
th ba al ration plus the selenium 
plus an ar anilic acid preparation at 
a 1 vel which supplied 0.01% of ar-
sanilic acid in the total ration. 
Prevents Selenium Symptoms 
in Growing Pigs 
In previous experiments with 
growing-finishing swin , 10 parts 
per million of selenium was found to 
reduce rate of gain and to produce 
typical selenium symptoms in mo t 
of the pig rec iving it. In this ex-
p riment the damage done by the 
selenium was less sever than usual, 
however. The pigs in all three lots 
gained at about the same rate from 
Selenium was added to the ration fed to 
this lot. 
33 to 200 pounds. The controls aver-
aged 1.45 pounds of gain per da):, 
the selenium lot 1.36, and the selem-
um plus arsanalic acid lot 1.39. 
Except for two pigs in the seleni-
um lot, none showed symptoms of 
selenium poisoning. On~ of these 
two showed a slight loss of hair, the 
other Joss of all hair and severe hoof 
damage. Failure of any of the gilts 
in the selenium plus arsanilic acid 
group to develop visible symptoms 
confirms the earlier reports on the 
efficacy of this arsenical in this re-
spect. 
The slight effect of selenium on 
growth rate in this experiment is 
probably the result of having the 
pigs on pasture during the early 
phase of the work, resulting in a 
total ration containing less than 10 
parts per million of selenium. 
Selenium Affects Concep,ion 
Rate 
The grown giits from ail lots were 
serviced by the same boar. Gilts 
that failed to conceive were rebred. 
Conclusions 
In these experiments, selenium in-
taKe for the growing gilts was such 
that their daily gain was not much 
reduced. Those on the seleniferous 
rations did, however, show some 
symptoms while those that received 
arsanilic acid along with the seleni-
um did not. Here, as in previous 
experiments, this arsenical demon-
strated its protective effect against 
selenium in growing swine. The 
recommendations of Bulletin 456 
have, therefore, been further justi-
fied . 
For brood sows, however, arsa-
nilic acid at the level of 0.01% ( this 
Those fai ling to conceive after 
three heat periods were slaughtered 
for observation of their reproduc-
tive organs . 
S:Jvvs that farrowed were kept on 
the original treatments and were 
handled in a similar manner for a 
Table 1. Effect of Selenium and Selenium plus Arsanilic Acid 
on Breeding Performances 
Trial 1 Trial 2 
Selenium Selenium 
Plus Plus 
Control Selenium Arsanilic Control Selenium Arsanilic 
Lot Lot Acid Lot Lot Lot Acid Lot 
N umber sows 
------------- · 9* 10 10 7 6 8 
N umber Conceived 
---- 8 7 8 6 5 8 
Average services 
per conception for 
sows conceiving 
---- -·----
1.00 1.29 1.50 1.00 1.20 1.25 
Number farrowed 7 6 8 6 5 6t 
------
D ays from weaning 
to estrus _____ _______ -··- --- -· 8 13 32 
*One acc identally killed on 56th day of experiment. 
·!Two gilt sold before fa rrowing . 
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level is generally used in swine ra-
tions ) apparently has little effect in 
overcoming the decreased repro-
ductive performance where seleni-
ferous rations are used. For brood 
sows in seleniferous areas, there-
fore, the analysis of grains for selen-
ium before they are incorporated 
into rations is still the most practical 
control measure. 
Results of this work indicate that 
selenium may have a rather serious 
effect on the reproductive perform-
ance of brood sows at levels of in-
take too low to cause serious visible 
damage to the dam herself. 
second breeding season, except that 
they were serviced a maximum of 
two times . The effects of treatments 
on breeding performance are shown 
in table 1. 
The data indicate that selenium 
in the ration lowers the conception 
rate ( increases the services re-
quired per conception) and that ar-
sanilic acid does not overcome this 
effect. It is interesting that in the 
first trial selenium increased the 
length of time from weaning to 
estrus and arsanilic acid seems to 
have increased this effect. 
Farrowing Performance 
. The data on farrowing and on the 
vigor of the pigs are summarized in 
table 2. The litters farrowed by the 
sows varied considerably in the 
number of pigs, but the data do not 
indicate any particular correlation 
between treatment and average lit-
ter size. Selenium in the ration, how-
ever, increased the number of pigs 
born dead, and decreased the aver-
age birth weight and weaning 
weight and the number of pigs 
weaned per litter. Arsanilic acid in 
the ration of the sow did not have 
any apparent effect in preventing 
the damage done by the selenium. 
( Project 19. Station Biochemistry 
and Animal Husbandry Depts.) · 
Table 2. Effect of Selenium and Selenium Plus Arsanilic Acid on Pigs Farrowed 
Trial 1 Trial 2 
Selenium Plus Selenium Plus 
Arsanilic Arsanilic 
Control Selenium Acid Control Selenium Acid 
Lot Lot Lot Lot Lot Lot 
Litters farrowed . __ __ 7 6 8 6 5 6 
Average farrowed 
per litter __ __ __________ 8.0 9.8 7.5 11.2 8.6 9.0 
Average farrowed 
alive per litter__ ____ 8.0 7.7 6.6 10.5 7.2 8.7 
Average birth 
weight (lbs.) ______ 2.95 2.60 2.55 2.89 2.76 2.76 
Average weaned 
per litter ____ __ _____ ___ 7.3 5.7 5.0 8.0 5.6 6.0 
Average weaning 
weight (lbs.) ______ 30.5 23.1 24.6 29.0 23.5 27.4 
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THERE rs o recor of proso millet acreag in South Dakota. lt i a 
minor crop, not grown a part of a 
r gular rotation. How v r, pro o is 
wmth considering wh n condition 
ar such that oth r crop cannot b 
e tablished. Even when planted a 
late a July 1, proso will usually 
mature. 
0 th r cereals will u ually pro-
duce mor grain, and foxtail millet 
will produc mor and better hay, 
but under limited moisture, pro o 
will generally produce fair yields . 
Proso cannot, however, with tand 
long, ev re drought. 
Head Sm ut Main Disease 
Pro o millet i quite fr of dis-
ea . However, smut i important. 
Yi ld ma be r due d consider-
ably inc all infected plants and 
tillers fail to produce heads. 
Head smut of mill t, like many of 
th oth r c r al muts, is carri d 
over from one season to th n xt a 
tiny black pores which cling to the 
d . Wh n se d canying mut 
spor i plant d, the mut pores 
and th se d g rminat togeth r, 
and th young s edling b come 
infect d . Usually, ther is no indi-
cation that a seedling is infect d 
until it h ads . Smutted plants 
may be tunted and produce abun-
dant till rs. The entir head i de-
troy d and in it place a large ma s 
of browni h-black spor s are pro-
due d. Thi spore ma rupture 
and exposes the vascular trand of 
the panicl when mature. 
Head smut s ems to be quite 
prevalent wherever mill t i grown, 
and if you grow millet you will oft n 
encounter the probl m of mut. 
R sult of re arch on control of 
this di a e by fungicide eed treat-
m~nt are r pmted h r . 
Conduct Field Tests 
For th pa t 3 y ar , fungicid 
ed treatments hav been u d in 
seed treatment controls 
head smut of proso millet 
by C J. Mankin, 
a ssoc iate 
pl a nt pathologist 
the £ ld to determine effectiveness 
and dosages required. Small am-
ples of mut-infected seed were 
treated with various fungicid and 
planted in mid-June of 1956. Forty-
one p rcent smut dev loped in the 
untreated sample. The smutted mil-
let wa threshed and small sampl s 
w r treated with several fungi-
cide and planted in early June of 
1957. o smut d veloped. 
The econd w ek of June in 1958, 
some of the sam treated seed was 
planted without any additional 
Figure 1. Typical millet head infected 
with head smut, showing the non-per-
sistent covering and vascular strands of 
the host. 
Figure 2. Typical head smut of millet 
showing all heads and tillers infected. 
Figure 3 (right photo). Normal milkt 
plant (left) and smut-infected head (.right), 
showing stunting and excessive tillering. 
treatment. Fifty-eight percent of 
the plants in the untreated control 
developed smut. This shows that 
smut spores will remain alive in 
stored grain for at least 1 year. 
The lack of smut in 1957 is diffi-
cult to explain, but points to the 
importance of environment ( mois-
ture and temperature) in success-
ful infection by the smut fungus. 
Most likely, when moisture and/ or 
temperature are unfavorable for 
rapid growth of the seedling, infec-
tion is favored. Under favorable 
conditions for germination and 
early growth, the seedling outgrows 
the smut and escapes infection. 
Other millet smuts, under favor-
able conditions, may remain alive 
in the soil from one season to the 
next. We have found no evidence 
that head smut remains alive in the 
soil over winter, however. When 
smut-free seed was planted on soil 
that had previously produced a 
crop of smutted millet, no smut de-
veloped. 
Mercu ry Fungicides Most Effective 
Results of seed treatment with 
various fungicides are summarized 
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in the table. Several fungicides , at 
variou dosages, will satisfactorily 
control th di ease, but mercury 
fungicides are most effective. 
To insure a smut-free crop of mil-
let you should treat the seed, pref-
erably with an organic mercury 
compound such as Ceresan, Gallo-
tox, or Meta-sol, and plant when 
temperature and moisture are favor-
able for rapid germination and 
growth of the eedling. ( Project 
250. Plant Pathology D ept. ) 
Effect of Fungicide Seed Treatment on 
Control of Head Smut in Proso Millet 
Method of application 
Dosage, Dry Slurry 
Treatment Oz./ Bu. (1956) (1958) 
% % 
Infection Infection 
Captan ______ __ ____ ½ 8.0 7.2 
1 4.5 7.2 
2 2.1 4.0 
Arasan ____________ ½ 13.5 11.0 
1 7.1 7.6 
2 7.0 8.0 
Ceresan 
----------
½ 2.0 1.5 
1.0 0.25 
Omadine Cu. __ 1 10.1 6.1 
2 5.2 4.0 
Omadine Zn. 1 5.2 
2 3.1 
Terrachlor _____ 2½ 8.5 
C&C 224 __ __ ____ 1 10.1 
2 5.2 
MetaSol 
----------
½ 0.5* 0.25* 
0.0* 0.0* 
Gallotox __________ ½ 0.0* 
1 0.0* 
B-1834 
------------
2 7.3 8.1 
Check 
------------ ------
41.2 58.7 
* Applied in liquid fo rm. -
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EFFECTS OF 
combine adjustments on 
sorghum crackage 
by Gerald C. Zoerb, associate agricultural engine r 
PROPER OM BI E ADJUST 1ENTS af-fect the quality as well Rs quan-
tity of grain harvested. The quality 
or soundness of seeds is reduced by 
mechanical damage. 
decreasing moisture. On the other 
hand, though, damage may be 
greater with relatively high mois-
ture grain since a more aggressive 
cylinder action is needed to remove 
seed from the head. Amount and 
dryness of leaves and stems taken 
into the combine and rate of feed-
ing also affect the amount of seed 
damage. Combine sieve settings, 
wind volume adjustment, and chaf-
fer extension board regulation may 
influence the extent of seed damage 
by controlling the amount of grain 
sent back through the return ele-
vator to the cylinder for rethresh-
ing. 
Certain seeds, especially dico-
tyledons such as soybeans, are very 
likely to be damaged during thresh-
ing. Some small hard seeds, such as 
crimson clover, are not as easily 
damaged. Seed damage may be 
caused by too small a cylinder-con-
cave clearance setting. In most 
cases, however, cracking damage 
seems to be the result of impact 
blows seeds receive from the com-
bine cylinder and is directly related 
to cylinder speed. 
Many other factors may cause Effect on Stands Studied 
seed damage during combining. The effect of cracked sorghum 
Generally damage increases with seed on percent of stand has been 
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studied by the Plant Pathology De-
partment ( S01,1,th Dakota Farm and 
Home Research, Vol. IX, No. 2 ) . 
Stands of 80% were obtained with 
undamaged, hand-threshed seed, 
while stands from machine-threshed 
seed were only 40%. Each seed sam-
ple was treated with fungicides. 
Many of the sorghum seed cracks 
were so small that they could be 
seen only after treatment with a dye 
solution. The dye enters the seed 
coat through the tiny cracks. Then 
the area under the crack in the seed 
coat remains colored after the seed 
is washed with tap water. These 
hair-line cracks will be referred to 
as "non-visible" in this report. 
Small cracks allow soil fungi to 
enter the seed and destroy the 
starchy seed tissue. The seed then 
has too little food to produce sturdy 
seedlings . All machine - threshed 
certified and commercial seed sam-
ples examined in the Plant Pathol-
ogy study contained an excessive 
amount of cracked seed. 
Conduct Combine Field Tests 
Combine field tests were run dur-
ing the fall of 1958 to determine the 
effects of machine adjustments on 
sorghum seed damage. This is one 
phase of a project to study basic 
mechanical properties of agricul-
tural seeds. 
example, may be a poor setting for 
getting all the seed threshed from 
the head. The amount of seed 
"thrown over" is controlled princi-
pally by wind and sieve settings. 
In this preliminary study, seed 
losses from the various sources with 
changing adjustments were not 
studied. Our goal was to measure 
seed crackage under field conditions 
and to determine what affects seed 
damage. 
Study Four Variables 
The effect of cylinder speed, 
cylinder-concave clearance, rate of 
feeding, and type of cylinder were 
the main variables studied. We 
used two combines-one with a rub-
ber-faced angle-bar cylinder and 
the other with a rasp bar cylinder. A 
rubber bar cylinder is usually used 
in crops which crack easily, such as 
peas or soybeans. 
The effect of moisture content on 
crackage was not determined. After 
a frost the moisture decreased rap-
idly to about 11% and stayed con-
stant for most of the tests. 
Seed samples used to determine 
crackage were taken during a test 
run from the elevator spout in the 
grain tank. These samples weighed 
from 100 to 150 grams ( m~ to 5½ 
ounces ) . Seeds with visible cracks 
were hand-picked from the samples 
and weighed. Crackage weight is 
given as a percent of the total sam-
ple weight. 
In addition to cracking damage, 
combine adjustments affect total 
field loss by the setting or adjust-
ment of the cutter bar, by the speed Results 
and clearance of the cylinder, and Effect of Cylinder Speed on Seed 
by the adjustment of the separating Damage. Tests were run with peri-
and cleaning units. Often you must pheral speeds ( cylinder diameter 
compromise. The best machine set- in feet x 22/ 7 x cylinder revolutions 
ting for minimum crackage, for per minute ) ranging from 3,180 to 
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Figure 1. Effect of cylinder speed on vis-
ible seed damage of sorghum seed at 
11 % moisture. (Each bar is the average 
of five tests.) 
5,170 feet per minute. For a cylin-
der 15.2 inches in diameter, this 
equals 800 to 1,300 revolutions per 
minute (RPM). 
Operating instructions of com-
b i n e manufacturers recommend 
peripheral speeds of 4,000 to 5,000 
feet per minute for grain sorghum. 
The United States Department of 
Agriculture ( Farmers' Bulletin No. 
1761) states that reducing speed 
25% will usually result in little if any 
cracking under dry conditions. 
Results of cylinder speed on visi-
ble seed damage for the two types 
of combine cylinders are shown in 
figure 1. Visible seed damage in-
creases rapidly at cylinder speeds 
of about 4,300 feet per minute 
( 1,100 RPM) and above. Surpris-
ingly, more crackage was found 
with the rasp bar cylinder, espe-
cially at high speed. There are two 
possible explanations for this. First, 
if the sieves and air blast settings of 
the machines were not identical, 
more seed may have been sent 
through the return elevator in the 
rubber-bar machine. Second, the 
rubber facing on the cylinder bars 
was badly worn so the cylinder-
concave threshing surfaces were 
not in good condition. 
In the Plant Pathology study, 
sorghum stand was related to total 
crackage-both visible and non-vis-
ible. Therefore, we felt it was im-
portant to find the relation between 
visible crackage and total crackage. 
The dye technique was used on 17 
samples. Data in the table indicate 
that the percentage of non-visible 
damage generally increased as the 
Relationship Between Percent of Visible 
and Non-Visible Cracks in Sorghum 
Seed Samples 
Sample 
No. 
% Visible % Non-vis- % Total 
cracks ible cracks* crackage 
---------------- Ot 
2 ____ __ ____ __ ____ Ot 
3 ---------------- 1.0 
4 ---------------- 2.0 
5 ----------- ---- 2.8 
6 ---- · ---------- 3.7 
7 ---------------- 4.3 
8 ---- ------------ 4.5 
9 ---------------- 8.3 
10 ----------- ---- 8 .3 
11 ---------------- 8.9 
12 ---------------- 16.7 
13 ---------------- 17. 4 
14 ---------------- 17.5 
15 ---------------- 20.5 
16 ---------------- 2 4 .4 
17 ---------------- 31.0 
4.0 
12.0 
12.8 
25.4 
30.1 
52.0 
34.4 
22.9 
31.2 
38.5 
27.4 
28.3 
23.1 
44.5 
39.0 
43.9 
44.8 
4.0 
12.0 
13.8 
27.4 
32.9 
55.7 
38.7 
27.4 
39.5 
46.8 
36.3 
45.0 
40.5 
62.0 
59.5 
68.3 
75.8 
*Cracks revealed by d ye technique. 
with the rubber bar cylinder than !-Hand threshed. 
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visible damage increased. This 
means that the total damage is mag-
nified. In figure 1, for example, vis-
ual damage of around 5% would 
mean a total damage in the neigh-
borhood of 25 to 35%, but visual 
damage of 15 to 25% results in total 
crackage of around 45 to 65%. 
Effect of Cylinder - Concave 
Clearance. The cylinder-concave 
clearance had little or no effect on 
crackage. The range of clearances 
used for the rasp bar cylinder was 
5 /32 to 13 /32 of an inch. Typical 
clearance recommendations for sor-
ghum are }4 to ~s of an inch. It is be-
lieved that cylinder concave clear-
ances may · be more critical in 
affecting damage as the feed rate is 
increased above the range used in 
these tests. In other words, if the 
machine is overloaded, cracking 
may be increased if the clearance is 
too small. We will check this in fu-
ture tests. 
Influence of Feed Rate on Sor-
ghum Crackage. The rate of feed-
ing material into the combine de-
pends on the speed of the combine 
and the crop density. In our tests 
the feed rate was determined by 
cutting several 12-foot lengths of 
rows by hand, at the same height as 
the machine cutter bar. This mate-
rial was weighed. The feed rate in 
pounds per minute was obtained_ 
for various ground speeds. A uni-
form part of the field was used for 
these tests . 
Farmers know that a combine 
will crack more grain when running 
below capacity. At higher feed 
rates, less damage occurs because 
the larger volume of material has a 
cushioning effect, preventing seed 
damage from impact. 
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Figure 2 shows the effect of rate 
of travel on visible crackage of sor-
ghum seeds with rasp bar and rub-
ber bar cylinders at various cylin-
der speeds. Damage goes down as 
forward speed increases with both 
types of cylinder bar at 900 and 
1,100 RPM. The increase in damage 
with the rubber bar cylinder at 
1,300 RPM is probably due to the 
high cylinder speed combined with 
relatively 1 ow cylinder - concave 
clearance ( 5 / 16 of an inch). 
Notice that figure 2 again shows 
that at any given, forward speed, 
seed damage increases with in-
creasing cylinder speed. 
General Observations 
Plant characte1istics of grain sor-
ghum may cause problems in com-
bining. For ideal combining the 
plant should be about 40 inches or 
less in height. Most of the sorghum 
Figure 2. Influence of forward speed 
(feed rate) on visible seed damage at 
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harvested in these tests was under 
irrigation. Plants were as tall as 6 
feet. This was much above the 
upper cutter bar setting available 
on the combines. As a result, a con-
siderable amount of stalks and 
leaves were taken into the ma-
chines. This material, quite high in 
moisture, is chopped up so that it 
falls through the straw racks. It is 
too heavy to be blown out with the 
chaff. The wet material falls into 
the return elevator and is returned 
to the cylinder. After it is finally 
ground fine enough to pass through 
the adiustable sieve, it reaches the 
grain tank and may cause heating in 
storage. To prevent the short pieces 
of stalk from entering the return 
elevator, you should place a piece 
of sheet metal over the extension 
chaffer. 
Heads of sorghum plants do not 
ripen evenly. The top part of the 
head ripens up to a week earlier 
than the bottom. Unless you have 
artificial drying equipment, sor-
ghum should not be combined 
until moisture content of the seed is 
about 13 or 14%. 
Lodging is a problem with some 
varieties. Once the plants are 
lodged, special row crop saver at-
tachments must be mounted on the 
combine to pick up the down stalks. 
The type of reel drive affects seed 
losses at the cutter bar. In our tests 
with the power-driven reel of the 
rasp bar combine, the forward 
travel could not match the reel 
speed. This caused more seed shat-
tering than did the ground-driven 
reel used on the rubber bar cylin-
der combine. 
ing, especially the small or non-vis-
ible cracks. We will test four vari-
eties this fall to check this. Prairie 
Rose and Reliance were used in the 
tests described in this article. 
Summary 
In field tests on sorghum at a 
moisture content of 11%, cylinder 
speed was the chief factor affecting 
seed damage. An average visible 
seed damage of 5% or less was ob-
tained at cylinder speeds of around 
3,500 feet per minute ( 900 RPM ). 
Operating at speeds usually recom-
mended for sorghum ( 4,000 to 5,000 
feet per minute ) caused visible 
damage from 10 to 25%. When the 
very small, non-visible cracks are 
included, this gives total crackage 
of 40 to 70%. The non-visible cracks 
increase as visible damage in-
creases. 
Cylinder-concave clearance did 
not seem to affect seed damage at 
settings ranging from 5/32 to 13/ 32 
of an inch at the rear of the con-
cave. Clearances may be more criti-
cal as cylinder speed and fe d rate 
are increased. 
The feed rate, or weight of ma-
terial fed into the machine per min-
ute, affects the percent of crackage. 
Cracking decreases as feed rate in-
creases. The amount of cracking 
damage at any given feed rate de-
pends largely on the cylinder speed 
used. 
We did not evaluate moisture 
content or variety effect in these 
tests. Laboratory studies of seed 
damage with various velocities of 
impact and seed moisture content 
are now being carried out. ( Proj-
Different sorghum varieties may ect 320. Agricultural Engineering 
have different resistances to crack- Dept.) 
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forage managemenfi 
for ,dairy cOUJs 
rn thods on milk production, utili-
zatio11 of digestibl nutri nt , live 
w ights, and r a t i o n effici ncy. 
St c d forag wa compared with 
fr shly-cut forage. 
Cows and Forage 
in pairs of cows, as nearly 
alike a possible ( siz , tag of lac-
tation, breed, age, and milk produc-
tion ) were selected. On cow in 
each pair was assigned to tored 
f d and the other to green chopped 
forage. Feeding was divided into 
two periods so that both groups of 
nine cows received both forage 
stored in a glass-lined silo and green 
chopped forage. 
Forages were fed free choice for 
73 d·tys', starting June 16. The first 
feeding period ran from June 16 to 
July 23 and the second from July 24 
FORAGE CAN FURNISH all or most to August 27. of the total digestible nutrients For preparing stored feed, the 
required by the dairy cow to pro- first cutting was made June 11 and 
duce milk and perform the func- the second cutting was made July 
tions th a t are expected. For 15. Green-chopped forage was cut 
maximum results when feeding for- June 16, July 3, and August 3. 
age, you should be concerned with: First cutting forage prepared for 
( 1) efficiency of milk production, stored feed went into the silo at 
( 2) feed consumption, ( 3) live 53.9% moisture; second cutting was 
weights, and ( 4) economy of milk 49.2%. Forage cuttings for green-
production. chopped feed averaged 73% mois-
Dairymen have been greatly in- ture for the first cutting, 71.4% for 
terested in methods of handling for- second cutting, and 70.1% for 
age. Taking the pasture to dairy third cutting. No silage preserva-
cows when grass is growing and tives were added to help prevent 
pasture forage is in its best grazing spoilage. Heating and low con-
stage has raised many questions re- sumption of the green-chopped feed 
garding the value of grazing, pre- at the beginning of the trial made it 
paring stored forage, feeding green necessary to cut the green forage 
chopped forage, or making hay dur- twice daily. 
ing the pasture season. Forage samples collected at the 
An experiment was conducted in fir t cutting consisted of 91.6% alfal-
the summer of 1958 to measure the fa, 7.9% brome, and 0.5% weeds. Sec-
effect of two forage management ond cutting was 97.6% alfalfa, 3.3% 
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Table 1. Estimated Yields per Acre of Dry Matter, Total Digestible Nutrients, and 
Chemical Composition 
Per acre yield, pounds Composition of dry matter, percent 
Dry Total digest- Ether Crude Crude Nitrogen 
Forage item matter ible nutrients extract fiber protein Ash free extract 
Stored Feed 
First cutting ______ ____ __ 1,084.0 708.8 5.88 21.80 18.54 9.91 43.84 
Second cutting ________ 866.2 568.9 3.56 22.25 23.51 9.25 41.43 
Total 
-----------------------
1,951.1 1,277.7 
Average ____________________ 4.72 22.03 21.02 9.58 42.65 
Green-Chopped 
First cutting ____________ 736.5 439.8 5.59 22.35 21.28 10.60 39.63 
Second cutting ____ ___ 848.5 503.7 3.07 18.14 25.10 10.36 43.32 
Third cutting __________ 459.0 270.1 3.81 18.46 17.88 10.10 49.76 
Total 
------------------------ 2,044 .0 1,213.6 
Average ____ __ ________ __ ____ 4.16 19.65 21.42 10.35 44.23 
brome, and practically no weeds. 
The third cutting was almost pure 
alfalfa. 
Forage Yields 
Forage yields were estimated by 
weighing grass from measured 
areas. Samples were analyzed for 
dry matter and chemical composi-
tion at the start of the experiment 
and during each of the cutting peri-
ods ( see table 1 ) . Yields of total 
digestible nutrients are based on 
chemical analysis and estimates of 
forage consumed by the cows. 
Table 2. Forage Consumption, Milk Production and Body Weights 
Daily ration 
Grain ------------------------------------------------------------------------
For age ---------------------------------------------------------------- ____ _____ _ 
Average initial weight per cow ______________ ________ _______________ _ 
Average final weight per cow ____ __ ________ __ ____ ___________________ _ 
Average change in weight ----------------------------------- ----------
Average daily milk per cow __________________________________________ _ 
Average % butterfat ------ ------------------------------------------------
Average butterfat per cow dail Y------------------------------------
A verage daily 4% F .C.M. * __________ __ ____ __ __________ ____ ____ _______ _ 
Feed required per 100 lbs. 4% F.C.M. 
Grain -----------------------------· -------- ---------------- ----------------------
Forage _____________ _ ---------- ·---------------------------------- - --------
Daily estimated T.D.N. per cow ____ ______ ______ ______ _____________ _ 
From grain ___ _____ __ ____ . --------------------------------------------------
From forage ______________ _______ ----------------------------------------
Average 4% F.C.M. per pound estimated T.D.N. _____ _ 
Stored Green 
feed chopped 
Pounds 
10.2 
45.5 
1,325.5 
1,357.1 
+31.6 
30.6 
4.3 
1.3 
32.0 
31.4 
143.0 
22.0 
7.6 
14.4 
1.4 
10.5 
87.5 
1,325.0 
1,347.8 
+22.8 
31.6 
4.2 
1.3 
32 .9 
31.3 
266.4 
22 .6 
7.8 
14.8 
1.5 
*4% F.C.M. fat corrected milk at 4% (Gaines fo rmula fo r energy of milk and butterfa t) . 
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Cows were weighed three con-
secutive days at the start and end 
of each feeding period and once a 
week during the experiment. 
All cows gained in body weight, 
with those on stored feed having an 
8.8 pound advantage ( see table 2 ) . 
Gain for 100 pounds of forage dry 
matter consumed was 2.7 pounds 
in the cows receiving stored feed 
and 2.1 pounds for cows on green-
chopped feed. This means cows fed 
stored forage needed eight-tenths 
of an acre per cow for the season, 
compared to nine-tenths of an acre 
for cows on green forage. 
Supplement Feed 
Several cows were milking over 
50 pounds per day when the experi-
ment started. Therefore, a grain 
mixture of 4Ei% cracked shelled corn, 
48% rolled oats, 1% bone meal, and 
1% mineralized salt was fed at a 
ratio of 1 pound of grain to 3 pounds 
of milk. 
Cows on green-chopped feed ob-
tained about 2.6% more of their total 
digestible nutrients from supple-
ment feed and 2.2% less from forage 
than cows on stored feed ( see table 
3 ). 
Forage Returns 
Feed consumed per cow was 
about the same for forage stored in 
a steel glass-lined silo as it was for 
forage cut twice daily and hauled 
to the cows. 
However, cows o~ stored forage 
consumed 22.3% more forage dry 
matter per 100 pounds of live 
weight and gained 27.9% more 
weight than cows on green-chopped 
forage. The increased consumption 
of dry matter and greater gain in 
weight by cows fed stored forage 
may have been influenced by feed-
ing overly-ma'ture green-chopped 
forage part of the time to the other 
group. 
Cows on green-chopped forage 
needed 2.8% more total digestible 
nutrients to produce 100 pounds of 
milk, and 1% more for butterfat pro-
duction, than cows fed stored for-
age. 
Economy of milk production also 
favored stored forage feeding. It re-
quired 45% ( 1.8 man hours) more 
labor to cut and haul the green for-
age twice daily than it did to :611 the 
glass-lined silo twice during the 
season. 
The greater gain in weight, and 
a little more efficient utilization of 
total digestible nutrients at sus-
tained rn i 1 k production levels, 
seem to point toward a higher qual-
ity forage feed when forage is har-
vested and stored in a glass-lined 
silo than when it is fed as a soiling 
crop. ( Project 234. Dairy Dept.) 
Table 3. Milk Production per Acre According to the Source of Forage Consumed 
by the Cows 
Source of T.D.N. 
Supplement 
feed, 
Forage % 
Stored __ ____ __ ___ --------------------- -------- 3 4. 4 
Green-chopped __ ____ __ ________ ____ ____ 35.5 
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Forage 
feed, 
% 
65.6 
64.5 
Milk (4% F.C.M.) 
produced from 
Supplement Forage 
feed, feed, 
lbs. lbs. 
2,590.8 4,931.9 
2,659.2 4,821.5 
by G. Albert Kristjanson, assistant rural sociologist; and Denton E. Morri-
son, former graduate assistant 
THE PURPOSE of the Agricultural Experiment Station is to con-
duct research related to agriculture 
in an attempt to help solve problems 
farmers and ranchers face. Most of 
us, when we think of these prob-
lems, think of such things as higher 
yields, more efficient gains~ better 
ways to control weeds and insects. 
These problems are important 
and deserve all the attention we can 
give them. Yet, in our concern 
about these problems, we must not 
neglect the most important resource 
of all- The Human Resource. Of 
what importance would crops, soils, 
or livestock be without man to de-
velop them? 
We shall discuss some of the 
problems a particular segment of 
this Resource faces . This segment is 
our older citizens. 
But whom do we call our "older 
citizens"? Does a person become 
old at a specific age? Certainly not. 
Some people are old at 40 while 
others are young at 80. However, in 
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most literature that concerns the 
aged, persons 65 and over are classi-
fied as belonging to the "aged" cate-
gory. Therefore, when we refer to 
the "aged" we will be referring to 
this group. 
Concern About the Aged 
What evidence do we have that 
there is an increased concern about 
the problems of the aged? 
( 1 ) There is an ever increasing 
amount of literature available 
dealing with the problems of 
the aged. 
( 2 ) The Federal and State Public 
Health Services are paying 
more and more attention to this 
problem. 
( 3 ) There is an increasing number 
of "Homes for the Aged" in 
South Dakota. 
( 4 ) The number of children who 
make the following or similar 
statements, "Now that Mother 
and Dad are getting old, what 
should we do with them?" is un-
doubtedly increasing. 
Two major reasons for the in-
creased concern about the aged are: 
( 1) The aged constitute a steadily 
increasing proportion of our 
population. 
( 2) There has been a significant 
change in attitude to the ques-
tion of "who is 1esponsible for 
the care of the aged." 
Extent of the Aged Population 
In the 50 years between 1900 and 
1950, the proportion of the popu-
lation 65 and over in the United 
States increased from 3.7% to 8.2% 
and is now close to 9%. That means 
that in 1900 there was 1 person in 
27 who was 65 or over, and now 
about 1 in 11 in this group. 
This has come about partially be-
cause of the extremelv low birth 
rate during the depres;ion and be-
cause of increased life expectancy. 
In 1900 the life expectancy ( at 
birth ) was less than 50 years, and 
it is now at about 69 years ( for 
women it is 72 years) . 
work load is lightened accordingly. 
There is also a change in the nature 
of their functions , some of which 
they are uniquely able to perform 
( for e x a m p 1 e, transmission of 
knowledge ) . 
With industrialization came, of 
course, a tremendous increase in 
factory employment which has had 
a considerable effect on the position 
of the aged. With the expansion of 
capitalistic methods of production, 
the worker's labor was conceived as 
being "on the market" and was 
therefore subject to the laws of 
supply' and demand. The employer 
often was not interested in the 
worker as a human, but rather in the 
amount of work he could produce. 
When an older worker could no 
longer produce as fast as a younger 
man, and since he had no ownership 
in the factory, he was "turned out to 
pasture." 
Paradoxically, while the increas-
ing industrialization of our society 
has been instrumental in causing 
problems for the aged, other effects 
of industrialization such as better 
Change in Attitude housing, better transportation and 
The change in attitude as to who communication, and mass produc-
is to care for the aged is related to tion of food, clothing, and medicine 
a number of other changes that have have contributed much to the in-
been taking place in our society. crease in the number of older peo-
Our society changed rapidly from ple. The problems of the aged, as 
one that was primarily agricultural well as the large number of the aged 
to an industrial society. During this themselves, are results, direct and 
change the older people are faced indirect, of an industrial revolution. 
with many problems with which Thus we can see some of the fac-
neither they nor our society is fully tors that lead to a change in respon-
prepared to cope. sibility for the aged from a family 
In agricultural societies, aging is to an individual responsibility. 
viewed as a gradual process ( which What then has caused the change in 
in reality it is) and is dealt with ac- our thinking so that we now con-
cordingly. When the physical ca- sider the care of the aged as a pub-
pacities of individuals fall off, their lie responsibility? 
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If the answer to this question 
could be given in one word, it 
would be Depression. During and 
after the depression of the thirties 
we came to realize that many of the 
problems of the aged ( at least the 
economic ones ) were due to condi-
tions beyond the control of the indi-
vidual. Even with the Old Age Sur-
vivors Insurance Program many of 
our older people have inadequate 
incomes. 
Economic Problems 
that affect their ability to get em-
ployment-for example, the avail-
ability of jobs for older persons, 
their ability to adjust to new jobs, 
and certainly their willingness to 
accept jobs that carry less prestige 
than the one which they held 
throughout their lives. For the most 
part, jobs available for older people 
are low prestige positions. 
Among the people needing addi-
tional income upon retirement, who 
is best fitted by habit, training, and 
frame of mind to £11 such positions 
as custodian, night watchman, and 
timekeeper? Is it the retired plumb-
er whose income was $4,800 per 
year or the retired school teacher 
whose income was the same? 
The white collar worker whose 
income was similar to that of a blue 
collar worker will in all probability 
feel a much greater loss of status 
than the laborer in accepting that 
type of job most commonly av8.il-
able to older people. Yet the white 
collar worker's necessity for retire-
ment income may be as great as or 
even greater than the retired labor-
er's. In all probability, the type of 
home, clothing, entertainment, and 
auto he has considered appropriate 
to his position in life has cost 
more, allowing less for retirement 
savings. 
Social and Psychological Problems 
In addition to economic prob-
lems, the older person also has 
social and psychological problems. 
Why are the aged in our society 
faced with economic problems? 
This is, at least partially, due to the 
materialistic nature of our society. 
During our productive years we all 
strive to attain a particular social 
status in our community and the 
society at large. This status is popu-
larly conceived of as being reflected 
in the accumulation of a house, a 
car, furniture. The common ele-
ment of these status symbols is that 
they all cost money. Therefore, the 
greater the need that we feel for ac-
quiring these status symbols the less 
money we have left for savings for 
old age. There is ample evidence to 
indicate that people always have a 
need for the ~cquisition of addi-
tional material objects as status 
symbols. As a consequence most 
people do not have adequate sav-
ings to live up to their customary 
standards of living when they reach 
retirement age. This is particularly 
true of the "white collar" ( exclud-
ing professional people ) and "blue 
collar" classes. We have briefly indicated the im-
portance of income ( gained through 
employment) to the attainment of 
Due to this necessity many older status in, our society. Not only is the 
people attempt to get at least part- money derived from a job impor-
time jobs. There are many factors tant in determining status in our 
What Can They Do? 
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society, but the very fact of being understanding the problem of o:ider 
able to hold down a respectable and American citizens, a study of the 
steady job carries certain minimum adjustment problems of older per-
st at us implications. Separation sons in a South Dakota community 
. from the working world by retire- was undertaken by the Rural So-
ment may have its momentary glory ciology department.1 One of the 
and a gold watch far 50 years of purposes of this study was to de-
service, but it is an admission, to termine what factors are associated 
one.self and others, that the abilities with high personal adjustment for 
for competition are gone. At least older people. Here briefly is a sum-
for men in our society, if there is no mary of the findings of this study. 
actual loss of status upon retirement As is to be expected, a significant 
there is most certainly a shift to a relationship was found between ad-
different status. justment and health. Health was 
But what is the status of a retired measured by a person's self-evalua-
worker? Here lies the rub. As a tion of his or her health. There also 
working person is suddenly trans- appears to be a relationship be-
ferred from the dynamic, competi- tween marital status and adjust-
tive working world of highly insti- ment. However, this conclusion 
tutionalized roles and statuses to the can be ,made only tentatively. 
static and leisurely world of the re- A significant relationship was 
tired, he finds that his new role is, found between economic circum-
in effect, no role-his role must be stances and personal adjustment. 
s If-determined. The result is that This was particularly true for the 
most retired persons, immediately middle income people. There was 
upon retirement, feel a considerable no relationship found between 
amount of psychological isolation. participation in social activities and 
This abrupt change in roles will adjustment in this particular sh1dy. 
create ,flt least temporary problems However, other studies indicate that 
for all -f'etirants, even those who are a relationship does exist. 
intensely interested in adjusting to Nor was any relationship found 
the leisure of old age. between isolation ( as measured by 
In addition to the problems re- frequency of visits with friends and 
lated to a change in status, even the relatives ) and adjustment. 
leisure time activities available to No relationship was found be-
older people are limited. Along with tween chronological age and adjust-
an increase in years, people often ment. However, those who con-
find a decrease in many of their ceived · of themselves as "old" ex-
faculties. For example, decreases in hibited poorer adjustment than 
vision and hearing among older those who did not. 
people are common. 1 A complete report of this study has been 
These are only a few of the prob- published in Personal Adjustment A11wng 
lems that plague our older citizens. Older Persons: A Study of Ad;,ustment 
They must make some kind of ad- Problems of Persons 65 and Over in a 
South Dakota Community, South Dakota justment to them. On the basis of Agricultural E xperiment Station Techni-
the foregoing broad framework for cal Bulletin 21, 1958. 
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One of the surprising findings of 
the study was that we found no rela-
tionship between adjustment and 
employment status. This, however, 
can be partially explained by the 
fact that many of those who consid-
ered themselves as "retired" were 
retired farmers who in reality are 
not fully retired. They still ful£11 
meaningful roles as farm managers. 
What About the Future? 
\Vith the increasing number of 
older people in our society it is like-
ly that the economic, social, and 
physical problems of the aged will 
develop into political issues. By vir-
tue of the voting power of the aged 
it is likely that the future political 
platforms of many candidates will 
include legislative proposals favor-
able to the aged. 
The declining importance of fam-
ily ties and functions and the in-
creasing mobility of the population 
would appear to indicate that the 
young are not interested in solving 
the problems of the old. This, how-
ever, is only partially true. \~hether 
out of sympathy, foresight as to 
their own future problems, or other 
reasons, the young will assist the 
old, but will find it more appropri-
ate to do so by taxing the wealth 
accumulated in climbing the status 
ladder. 
Such a program has the vir tue of 
not only accomplishing the task of 
assistance, but will affect individual 
statuses little since all incomes will 
be lowered a roughly equivalent 
proportion. Thus, assistance for the 
old in the future will reflect the 
values of gn industrial society; it 
will be increasingly public and im-
personal rather than private and 
personal as it was in the agricul-
tural societies. ( Project 279. Rural 
Sociology Dept. ) 
